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Customer Reviews. Replacement Motor Mount - Front. Mar 19, An amazing find. Swapped in
perfectly with no issues. The perfect replacement. Matthew Green. Purchased on Feb 28, Mar 12,
Awesome price!!!!!!! Fit great, price was awesome, shipping was on time. Nate VonAllmen.
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powerplant used in Saturn S-Series automobiles was a straight-4 aluminum piston engine
produced by Saturn , a subsidiary of General Motors. This was an innovative engine for the time
using the lost foam casting process for the engine block and cylinder head. Saturn was one of
the first to use this casting process in a full-scale high-production environment. Both engine
types used the same engine block. The engine utilized a water-cooled aluminum block. The
main bearing caps were made of ductile iron and held in place with two bolts each. The cylinder
block bores had interference fit cast iron liners for the piston rings to sit against. The engine
block was made from The crankshaft was supported by five main bearings with thrust taken at
the middle bearing. From to the connecting rods were forged steel with standard type crank pin
bearings. SOHC engines during that period used a dished piston design whereas the twin cam
engines used a flat top piston with 2 recesses for the intake valves. Twin cam pistons received
several re-designs throughout the production run aimed at reducing oil consumption issues.
These included reducing the clearance between the top of the piston and the first compression
ring, redesigning the skirts on the pistons and the oiling ports on the bottom of the pistons. For
the model year all pistons were totally redesigned. Both engines used the flat top pistons with 2
valve recesses and featured a new hypereutectic design with coated skirts. Also for all
connecting rods switched to a powder forged design and cracked bearing caps. The piston pins
floated in the connecting rod bushings. The pistons were cast aluminum alloy with the piston
pins being retained with snap rings. The timing chain was hydraulic tensioned and had a ratchet
mechanism to keep the chain tight. The timing chain rode on one pivoting chain guide resting
on the ratchet tensioner and one fixed guide attached to the engine block and cylinder head.
The to DOHC engine had an upper timing chain guide in between the camshaft sprockets. The
timing chain was lubricated via cast-off from the top of the cylinder head and one 'squirter' on
the oil pump housing. The camshaft was located in the center of the cylinder head and driven by
a chain off the front crankshaft sprocket. Motion from the camshaft was transmitted to the eight
valves by the hydraulic lifters and rocker arms. In , these engines switched from the recessed
top pistons of the previous models to all new flat top pistons that were also used in the twin
cam models. The cylinder head was also redesigned to keep the compression ratio at 8. This
engine was used from to The hairline crack would develop between the oil feed port of that
journal and the coolant passages in the cylinder head. Symptoms would range from overheating
to low coolant, however, most cars affected by this issue exhibited oil migration into the cooling
system. The resulting mixture of the two fluids would result in a thick brown "milkshake"-like
mixture, visible in the coolant overflow tank. Repair required the replacement of the cylinder
head. Badly affected cars would see coolant in the oil, as well as oil in the coolant, and would
require the replacement of the complete engine assembly. Until the cylinder head casting was
redesigned some time in , some vehicles would require this repair more than once, and
replacement cylinder heads could develop the same crack. DOHC engines had a different
cylinder head, and did not suffer the same issue. The DOHC cylinder head had 16 valves and
was made of lost foam cast aluminium. The camshafts were held in the cylinder head with
bearing caps and driven by a chain off the front crankshaft sprocket. Motion from the camshafts

was transmitted to the 16 valves by direct-acting hydraulic lifters. LL0 cylinder heads were
changed slightly in , when Saturn adopted electronic, linear EGR mechanisms, over the
previous vacuum actuated design. The head casting was changed to accommodate different
mounting surface of the new valve. A revision of the LL0 appeared in and used a roller camshaft
with hydraulic lifters and rocker arms, but power was unchanged. Also for provisions for a new
air injection reaction system was introduced aimed at improving engine emissions. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Mitsubishi Saturn engine. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine.
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Add links. Ecotec engine de facto. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saturn I4 engine.
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PM. An engine mount, made of rubber and steel, has two purposes. One, it secures the engine
and transmission to the frame of the car, and two, it absorbs the road shocks and engine
vibrations so that the driver does not feel any engine movement. Transmission mounts secure
the transmission. Most cars have multiple engine and transmission mounts. Whenever you
notice your engine behaving oddly, you should schedule an inspection. As soon as you notice
your engine vibrating, feeling clunky, or being noisy, schedule an inspection. Engine mounts
hold your engine and transmission in place. The mounts absorb the shocks of the road and the
vibration of the engine and transmission, and keep these two elements securely in place. This
can cause damage to any number of vehicle components, and will also make your ride much
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Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Engine Mount. Keep in
mind: Do not drive your car for too long with broken engine or transmission mounts. It can
cause severe damage to the axle shafts and transmission. Some engine mounts contain oil that
may leak if a mount is damaged. How it's done: Identify the broken mount. Remove and replace
the mount. Our recommendation: Whenever you notice your engine behaving oddly, you should
schedule an inspection. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Engine
Mount? Engine or transmission movement, with bumping or clunking noises. Loud noise when
you put the car in gear. Vibration when accelerating or driving uphill. You will feel a movement
in the engine compartment when driving the car. Oil leaking from damaged mount only in case
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ride like new. All the squeaks and clunking are gone. Not too bad to install and really, really
makes a huge difference in an older car. The Saturn has , miles on it and it's still running strong.
I just can't get rid of it until it has a major malfunction that costs more than the value of the car,
and that hasn't happened yet. Not sure of the durability. My old motor mounts caused my car to
vibrate loudly even at a simple idle. The one photo I added shows an old one next to the new
one and it appears to be a bit less rubber in between the metal areas. I installed all four of these
myself in about four hours without a car lift and without pulling the front wheels like they say
should be done for access. All I had was car ramps to drive up and a jack to support the engine.
This was an 01 Saturn SL. By Dale on June 14, Images in this review. Works great. Fits perfectly
on my daughter's Saturn sl2. Check youtube for some tutorials on installation but the locations
are: 1 passenger side top very easy to find , 2 one dogbone is under the air filter box, 3 the other
dogbone is behind the wheel well on the passenger side have to remove plastic and it's right
there in your face 4 last one is driver side behind the wheel well, similar in location to the one
on the opposite side have to remove plastic. Don't waste your money! Absolute junk! I just
replaced the 2 transverse mounts and motor mount again yesterday as they were all worn out,
causing bad vibrations. The transmission mount seemed to be fine. Not surprising as there's
not much stress on it. I put in Westar brand mounts yesterday. Here's hoping they last more
than a year. One person found this helpful. Cheaper made then oem dog bones are welded on
end with small tacks don't know how that will effect longevity but so far have had no issues with
them in my 02 sc2. Very good quality mounts, Just finished installing them today, The
transmission one can be a pain to do if the vehicle is automatic, part a ended up having to
remove the other 3 to put that one in, Engine crane recommended for this job and hood removal
may be necessary on the SC. Top mount is made defective frowny style. Put on vehicle for
preventive maintenance. Had this car over 16 years. Top mount has large gap and engine
shakes violently. Put on old mount from bottom of trash can which was almost collected and
engine has no vibration, block style with very little gap. Changing due to cracks in rubber. Omni
5 mount does not absorb vibes due excessive loose design. Copied from other manufacturers
but never tried on veichle. Certified ASE technician. See
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